


Think Space!



The winning combination which makes for an ideal 
living space. Today we live in a world where most 
choices are not ours to make, but to adapt with. 

In such a world, one’s home and office space is  
his only realm; his territory where he expresses 
himself and creates comfort as he desires. Such 
an environment is only created through the use 
of flexible home and office furniture, fabricated 
with the intention of enabling the end-user to be 
expressive; to create an exclusive, distinguished 
environment. 

To help the customer feel that his sense of style 
has been implemented in his personal territory, 
Italfoam bases its work on manufacturing such 
flexible furniture, while at the same time keeping 
affordability in mind. Towards that end, our most 
valuable profile comes when an Italfoam customer 
feels cozy at home with our products.
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It is a basic human instinct to seek shelter. We 
are drawn to the nest and, even at home, seek 
out our secure retreats. One of those retreats is 
inevitably the sofa and most aspects of life happen 
in, on and around it. 

It is one object for sleeping, lounging, eating, 
reading, entertaining, playing, discussing, napping, 
listening, wrestling, studying and viewing, and 
living in.
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Sofa

Florence
Velonda 
HP 
Pierre



Florence
Perfect example where artisan skill and 
attention to detail reach new heights. 

The new generation sofa is inspired by  
modern style. 
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Made from soft, high-quality leather, it’s designed with a 
supportive high backrest and generous angled armrests. This 
is Florence.
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With its own ambiance, Florence becomes 
a place of tranquility.
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There’s no need to get up, or sit on the floor, there’s room for 
everyone on Florence.
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If you can’t find room on the extra deep seat cushions, there’s 
plenty of space on the wide and low armrests, or the strong 
cushioned back. Combine different parts together and create 
your own social centre.

1. The seat cushions are made with highly 
resilient polyurethane foam, a material 
that maintains its shape and comfort for 
years. For extra comfort they also come 
with a layer of soft feathers.  A tip on 
keeping Florence seat cushions in great 
condition? Fluff them a couple of times 
a year.

2. Super strong, yet very comfy, these 
padded armrests make the perfect extra 
seat.

3. Zippers make the covers extra easy to 
remove and put back on. And thanks to 
details like piping on the covers, Florence 
always has a tailored look and shape–even 
after being washed.
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Velonda
With Velonda, everything’s designed to 
go together, so it’s easy to get it right. 
Patterns, stripes, solids, two seaters, 
armchairs or Pouf.you decide. 

Buy changeable covers from the start and 
you can quickly change looks whenever 
it’s time for a seasonal makeover.
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029Sofa . Velonda

1. The seat cushions are made with highly 
resilient polyurethane foam, a material 
that maintains its shape and comfort for 
years. For extra comfort they also come 
with a layer of soft feathers.  A tip on 
keeping Velonda seat cushions in great 
condition? Fluff them a couple of times 
a year.

2. Super strong, yet very comfy, these 
padded armrests make the perfect extra 
seat.

3. Zippers make the covers extra easy to 
remove and put back on. And thanks to 
details like piping on the covers, Velonda      
always has a tailored look and shape–even 
after being washed.



HP
A modular, contemporary style sofa. Open 
base marked by simple, straight design 
Available as a three-seater, two-seater or 
armchair, upholstered in leather, fabric or 
a leather-fabric blend. 
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033Sofa . HP



035Sofa . HP

The pleasant form satisfies all the senses. The convincingly 
comfortable seating elements create living-landscapes to feel 
good.  



037Sofa . HP

1. The seat cushions are made with highly 
resilient polyurethane foam, a material 
that maintains its shape and comfort for 
years. For extra comfort they also come 
with a layer of soft feathers.  A tip on 
keeping  HP seat  cushions  in  great  
condition? Fluff them a couple of times 
a year.

2. Super strong, yet very comfy, these 
padded armrests make the perfect extra 
seat.

3. Zippers make the covers extra easy 
to remove and put back on. And thanks 
to details like piping on the covers, HP      
always has a tailored look and shape–even 
after being washed.

Thanks to its strong, sturdy frame and highly resilient seat 
cushions, HP keeps its shape and comfort for years.



Piere
Piere sofas really stand up to everyday life.
A life where we spill drinks, drop crumbs, 
and leave our little marks. The covers are 
washable, so sticky fingers are not the   
enemy. And neither are big or little kids.
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                   041Sofa . Piere



                   043Sofa . Piere

The seat cushions are made to retain their shape, year after 
year. Plus you’ll never get bored, just change the covers and 
you have a brand new sofa.



                   045Sofa . Piere

1. The seat cushions are made with highly 
resilient polyurethane foam, a material 
that maintains its shape and comfort for 
years. For extra comfort they also come 
with a layer of soft feathers.  A tip on 
keeping  Piere seat  cushions  in  great  
condition? Fluff them a couple of times 
a year.

2. Super strong, yet very comfy, these 
padded armrests make the perfect extra 
seat.

3. Zippers make the covers extra easy 
to remove and put back on. And thanks 
to details like piping on the covers, Piere  
always has a tailored look and shape–even 
after being washed.



Chair

LG
Milano 
Virgola / Creta



LG
Dynamically designed leather chair with 
a remarkably elegant appeal. Based on 
the original curved backrest shape and 
sophisticated aesthetic details. 
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Legs in natural, Aluminium alloy internal 
Frame, Seat and back upholstered in 
polyurethane, Changeable cover available 
in wide range of fabrics or leathers.

Leather is available in wide range of colors that helps you to 
make your spaces in accordance to the organization identity.
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Milano
The aesthetic is its clear simple lines. 
The quintessence of the concept “less 
is more”. Only when the user sits down 
does he experience its great comfort. 
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                   055Chair . Milano

The soft seat and backrest shell made of integral foam support 
the body when sitting, together with the leaf springs integrated 
into the backrest.



                   057Chair . Milano

Stainless steel tubular frame, polyurethane 
integral skin foam, back with integrated 
leaf springs.
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Virgola / Creta
By introducing new line of products, now 
you can have best possible dining beside 
quality and fashion style. Our designers, 
has designed Virgola and Creta in new 
way just to make your life full of passion.   



                   061Chair . Creta

You don’t sit on Italfoam furniture’s, you retreat into it. It is tall 
and deep and remarkably soft. 

Metal frame, wooden legs, Expanded 
polyurethane foam. Fabric or leather 
cover, also available removable.



                   063Chair . Virgola

Metal frame, wooden legs, Expanded 
polyurethane foam. Fabric or leather 
cover, also available removable.



Armchair

Box / D Box
Super Soft 
Top / D Top
Kenzo / T Kenzo
Muller 
Nino



                   067

Box / D Box
If you appreciate elegant modern 
furniture built by high end polyurethane 
for generations, there is one of the best 
here. We have focused on what you need 
in your life and business is our main goal. 



Box, one the most fashionable products matched with any 
space is nearby you.

                   069Armchair . Box / D Box



                   071Armchair . Box / D Box

The supporting structure is in metal section 
roller in cold foam polyurethane in original 
presses. The feef are in aluminium.
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Super Soft
We believe, you can get best decision at 
atmosphere which comes from space full  
of passion. Try Super soft if you looking  
to super fashion unique design. 



                   075Armchair . Super Soft



With easy remove cover, you can easily go for any of a wide 
range of colors. 

                   077Armchair . Super Soft

Wooden legs, Polyurethane upholstery with 
elastic strips suspension, Removable cover 
in fabric or leather. 
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Top / D Top
You really can have it all. With a wide 
range  of covers in different colors, paterns 
and  fabrics there’s always something to 
suit your home or mood. But if you really 
can’t decide on one look, take advantage 
of unique design.
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                   083Armchair . Top / D Top

Steel legs are painted aluminium or 
chromium-plated, Polyurethane upholstery 
with elastic strips suspension, Removable 
cover in fabric or leather. 
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Kenzo / T Kenzo
Kenzo series its signature high back is 
a design statement, intended to go with  
home use or office spaces. take advantage  
of unique design and go for a wide range  
of colors that you can match with your  
mind and mood.
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                   089Armchair . Kenzo / T Kenzo

Wooden legs, Polyurethane upholstery with 
elastic strips suspension, Removable cover 
in fabric or leather. 
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Muller
An inspiring ultra modern suspended chair 
designed to complete your interior space 
furniture comes true. This contemporary 
furniture with its unique features really 
making amazing view in home, office or  
public.



                   093Armchair . Muller



                   095Armchair . Muller

Steel legs are painted aluminium or 
chromium-plated, Polyurethane upholstery 
with elastic strips suspension, Removable 
cover in fabric or leather. 
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Nino
The elegant structure lends a feeling of  
elevation and delicacy, while avoiding the  
massive presence of so many sofas. The  
side and back panels are tall but extremely  
thin yielding lightness despite its height.



                   099Armchair . Nino



Designed for office settings, the Nino High back creates a special 
space for concentration and refuge.

                   101Armchair . Nino

Steel legs are painted aluminium or 
chromium-plated, Polyurethane upholstery 
with elastic strips suspension, Removable 
cover in fabric or leather. 



Bed & Sofa bed

Sonia
Sofa Bed
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Sonia
At the begining of year 2011, Italfoam  
offering their latest home decoration 
inspiration for any taste. stylish modern  
furniture and minimalist home design  
now it’s available to every one. Sonia as  
one latest design will bringing you most  
outstanding unique design possible. 



Simple design that allow different heights of the bed container 
unit moving so smoothly.

                   107Bed & Sofa bed . Sonia

Wooden base, headboard and sides in 
polyurethane, removable cover in fabric 
or leather finally fitted inside the base and 
furnished with a container unit accessed 
by lifting the mattress with a special 
device.
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Sofa bed
We prove that a comfortable sofa really  
can become a comfortable bed. And if 
you get footstool with hidden storage, you 
also get the perfect place to tuck away 
the bed linen once you’ve decided to get 
out of bed and face the day.



                   111Bed & Sofa bed . Sofa bed

Sofa bed with container unit & Steel frame, Springing in wooden 
strips, with stiffness adjusters is one the most fashionable 
products of  Italfoam. 



                   113Bed & Sofa bed . Sofa bed

1. Sofa-bed is quick and easy to transform, 
and gives you cozy sleeping space for 
two.  

2. Pairing your sofa-bed with Pouf doesn’t 
only give you a great place to store bed 
linen.

Metal base, headboard and body in 
polyurethane, removable cover in fabric 
or leather finally fitted inside the base, is 
furnished with a container unit accessed 
by lifting the mattress with a special 
device.
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Introduction 
Italfoam, a commercial brand for modern 
home and office furniture, was introduced 
to the market in 2005 by Kian Nik Palad 
Company. With 150 employees in factory 
and central office, Italfoam is located in 
an area of 15000 sq meters and 7000 sq 
meters office building in Yazd.

Variety in design, color, and size has 
provided the opportunity to be specially 
chosen for office decoration by private 
companies and public organization to 
fumish their conference rooms and 
gatherings hall.

Besides office furniture, there is a 
wonderful collection of home furniture, 
inspride by latest European designs, 
in a wide range of fabrics and leather 
which has been welcomed by modern 
furniture enthusiasts. 
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By new integrated management we get best result this 
time. Italfoam now focusing on high levels of great value 
consumer by using human resources as a main asset, tech-
nology and science of production to get what’s need our 
consumer demand.  
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127Details . Line-up

Florence Box / D Box

Top / D Top

Muller

Nino Super Soft

LG Milano Virgola Creta

Kenzo / T Kenzo

Velonda

Piere

HP

Sofa bed Sonia



Sofa
Florence . Velonda . Piere . HP 

Chair
LG . Milano . Virgola . Creta

129Details . Spesification

Florence

LGHP Virgola

Leather Leather

Velonda

MilanoPiere Creta

Fabrics Fabrics

Florence

Painted Aluminium Painted Aluminium Painted Aluminium Wooden Wooden

One & two seater One & two seater One & two seater One & two seater

Wooden Wooden Wooden

LGSofa Chair

Removable Cover Removable Cover

Fixed Legs Fixed Legs

Movable Wheels Movable Wheels

Armrest Armrest

Legs Type Legs Type

Pouf Pouf

Velonda MilanoHP VirgolaPiere Creta



Armchair
Box / D Box . Muller . Top / D Top . Kenzo / T Kenzo . Super Soft . Nino

Bed & Sofa bed
Sonia . Sofa bed

                   131Details . Spesification

Box - D Box

NinoSuper Soft Sofa bed

Top - D TopMuller

Kenzo - T Kenzo Sonia

Box - D Box SoniaArmchair Bed & Sofa bed

Removable Cover Removable Cover

Fixed Legs Container Unit 

Movable Wheels Head Board

Armrest Mattress Device 

Legs Type Legs Type

Pouf

Muller Sofa BedTop - D Top Kenzo - T Kenzo Super Soft Nino

Leather LeatherFabrics Fabrics

Wheel / Metal Wheel / Metal Wooden & Metal Wooden & Metal

Polyurethane

Special Special

Painted Aluminium Painted Aluminium Wooden Wooden
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